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KOHTHHyyMa. 06~HH nOAXOA 

PaccMOTPeHw pa3nH4HWe AHCKpeTHwe pa3no•eHHR aonHoawx 
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KOHe4HOH o6naCTH npOCTpaHCTBa, OHH YAOBneTBOPR~T ypaaHe
HHRM WpeAHHrepOBCKOrO THna H CWHBa~TCR Ha rpaHH~e CO CBO· 
6oAHWMH peweHHRMH ypaaHeHHR WpeAHHrepa. HccneAYeTCR CXOAH
MOCTb pa3nOlKeHHH AnR 8 - MaTpH~W, ~YHK~HH rpHHa H BOnHO· 
BWX ~YHK~HH HenpepWBHOrO cneKTpa. 6BOAHTCR HOBaR rpynna 
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1. Introduction 

In this article, the convergence of different expansions of 
single particle states in the continuum is considered. 

Continuum states are met in a number of nuclear physics 
problems, ranging from elastic scattering, over different 
reactions, to calculations of nuclear structure, where the con
tinuum states came into play in a virtual w~. 

In many of these cases, it is from a calculational point of 
view very convenient to replace the continuum functions, partly 
or completely, by a discrete set of states. This can be done in 
many w~s, since essentially any complete set of functions will 
do; the set does not even need to be complete in all space, 
completeness in a final volume, which contains the nucleus, will 
in many calculations be sufficient. 

Even this limited completeness could be disposed of in a 
concrete calculation, but it is a very reassuring feature of 
a basis, and we shall here only look at such sets, which are 
complete in a certain region of space, s~ for r~ ~ , and 
more specially such sets, which satisfy equations of the 
Schrodinger type. 

We shall further concentrate on such functions, which 
satisfy physical boundary conditions. This means that if the 
interactions ( apart, possibly, from the Coulomb field) can be 
neglected for ~ ,Q, the functions are continued into solutions 
of the free particle (or Coulomb) Schrodinger equation. This 
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means, that the important Green functions G .. and G- have 
simple expressions in terms of our basis functions. 

We are thus excluding, e,g,
1
the harmonic oscillator 

functions, the infinite well egienfunctions, and the functions 
of Wigner and Eisenbud /l/ used in R-matrix theory from our 
discussions. Since the existing literature concerning these 
states is very extended, we do not feel this as a serious limi
tation of our woD[, 

The application of the expansion schemes discussed here, 
to e.g. continuum shell model calculations, is fairly straight
fo~ard: see e.g. 12,J,4/ and references therein. Once a discrete 

' ' representation of the Green function is known, the wave functions 
are in general obtained by matrix iliY'ersion. Such calculations 
will be published elsewhere. 

We shall in the next section list the main properties 
of the sets of functions, we are looking at. In sections J 
and 4, we shall consider the problem of using these functions 
as a basis of expansion in the calculation of potential 
scattering wave functions, as well as of the corresponding S
matrix. Although such expansions are particularly uaefull in 
the many-channel oaae, with residual interactions, some of the 
important convergence properties are seen already for one channel 
with potential scattering, and we shall limit our expansion 
calculations to that case. 

In section J we are looking at the Mittag-Leffler 
expansions / 4/ mainly, whereas in section 4, we shall consider 
different expansions in terms of energy dependent, discrete 
seta of wave functions. In this connection, a new set, with 
particularly good convergence properties is proposed, 

With a given expansion basis, a number of prescriptions 
oan be used for the calculation of the S-matrix. These pres
criptions are discussed below in connection with some con~ete 
numerical examples. 

2. Properties of the Eigenfunctions 

As is said above, we shall here limit ourselves to a certain 
class of eigenfunction expansions, used in nuclear physics. 
Common to them is that the functions satisfy equations of the 
type 

4 

(H. + '4 V f 1-) -.E ) 't' = 0 , (2.1) 

where V ('r,) = 0 for 'L >a.. H. might include a Coulomb 
potential, but we shall here limit ourselves to the case, where 
it is the pure kinetic energy operator. We are looking at 
spherical symmetric v's only, and write 

~ ~ 'le';_ lf~. 
(2.la) 

( _ d 
2 

+ e I e +1 J t- v v ('l-J- k z) lfe ( 'l.J = o 
chz rz.2 o 

( tt. ' e=E) 
2m 

We are particularly interested in the case, where V is the 
Woods-saxon potential 

V Vo 
"' 1 o~- e.xp--o. 

o( 

This is different from 0 for all 'Z. , but i'f a.. » R + 0{ , 

the error b;r cutting off the potential at 'l. =a.. is negligible. 
When we in the foll owing talk about a Woods-saxon potential, we 
mean such a out-off potential, and the same with the possible 
spin orbit term of the t;rpe 

Vso"' f ~ 
We shall also look at the limiting case of cl- o , the square 
well potential. 

We are looking at expansions for 'l. 5, a only, since we want 
to expand only such functions, _ which for 't >a. satisf;r an 
equation 

(H.-E)'t'=O 'l. >a.. (2.J) 

or, for the radial parts 

(- d..
2 

+ ere .. d -e) n.. 
ct?.z ~ 'i-'e = o ( 1i.'e=E) 

2m • 
(2.Ja) 

So once the expansion for 'l. ~a. is given, 'f' is known for all 
r-values. 

The basis states ~t satisf;r the boundar;r conditions 

~£ Co) = 0 (2.4) 
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d' 
cl.'l en ( 'fe ( 'l.) ) = 6 ' t = a.-

(2.5) 

The different sets in common use are characterized by the 
choices of (i,E.) and of~ , i.e.,of the continuation of cf 
for '1:- >a.. 

a) The bound state boundary condition is common to all 
the sets: 

g = o; ( /;J ( = lc h.;' ( f a..J ) ( 2. 6a) 
Oe (kJ ~t-; {ka-) 

(when Coulomb 
field absent) 

where Oe is an exponentially decreasing solution of (2.J) 
(equal the Riocatti-Ha.nkel function h :1 ( k'l-) in the absence 
of Coulomb forces). 

0. "' e -ac-r. 
et-a. 

(2. 7) 

(2.8) 
characterized by the positive number . x2 2 

<lC =-t.k, E&•ndin1 =-2m~ 
This means that our eigenfunction, continued as De for 't. ;.a.., 
are square integrable in all space. 

We have, however, already here 
value problems, all with £ ,e. and 

Aa) Schrodinger eigenfunctions; 
e~ =E. 

a choice of different eigen-
r real. 
t fixed, eigenvalue 

Ba..) Sturm-Liouville functions; c = E 
t i. (often called A. t S} ) 

fixed, eigenvalue 

Ca.) Kapur-Peierls functions, X , E fixed, eigenvalue 

t: .. t E. 
The Schrodinger eigenvalue problem Aa) has for the 

potentials, in which we are interested, only a finite number 
of eigenvalues. However, the Sturm-Liouville functions, 
Ba) form a complete set in lz (a) ( and this will even be the 
case for a..-+ oo / 5/ , and so do the Kapur-Peierls functions/6/ 
Ca). 

For other I{ values, a solution, which satisfies (2.J) 
will in general not be square integrable in all space, but that 
does not prohibit the use of similar expansions for 'Z- .f a. . 
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Here J, must be chosen according to other criteria: 
b) One possibility is to use again the same boundary condi

tions as in a), this means that our functions are obtained from 
those of a) by analytic continuation in k, €. and '(. 

The eigenvalue problems, analogous to those listed above 
are then 

Ab) The solutions corresponding to general poles of the 
S-matrix. Together with those mentioned under Aa), these form 
an overcomplete set for 't. ~ a. /4,7/ 

Bb) The Weinberg States: E = E. real ) 0, (;. complex. For 
the potentials in which we are illterested, the completeness of 
these states was proved 18 , 91, see below. 

Cb) The Usual Kapur Peierls States, 
form a ccmplete set for ?- ~ a.-161 

E real , c~ complex 

o) Another possibility consists in choosing real boundary 
conditions, also for the positive energies, i.e., c.fe 
for "t. >a- continued as 

F c.o-5 Ll e + G- Un. Ll e '"" Un.. ( /: 1. + <1 t ) 
't+oo ' 

is 

(2.9) 

where f:e. is a regular, Ge an irregular solution of (2.Ja), 
or in other words 

!J = Fe' Co-3lle .r c;.~ Jin.. £1 e. (2.6c) 
Feco~Lle + G-c: -M.rt.L1e 

Ao) If we use this boundary condition in the ordinary 
Schrodinger equation, we know that there corresponds, to each 
value of E ' e a phase shift Oe (E) • So we must either, for 
a general choice of .11 , expect to get only, at most, a few 
solutions Oe (EL) = .1 ,or choose Lle (l, E)= de (E) 
in which case all positive, real E values are eigenvalues. With 
proper normalization, we shall in this way get the scattering 
states, which, together with the bound states form a complete 
set /lO/ which, however, being continuous, falls outside the 
category of sets in Which we are interested. 

Be) The real Weinberg states. These are usually defined 
with ~e ::: f ( +2.n.JL) /ll,l 2/ • This choice, which gives a 
simple expression for the principal value Green function, is 
not necessary. If we want to expand a function '+' , which 
satisfies (2.J) with E =Eo, and has the shape given by (2.9) 
with Lie= Ll ( l, Eo) , a natural choice of basis states would 
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be given by (2.6c) with the same .de = ..1 re. £.). 

The real Weinberg states correspond to ~~ 
/11,12/ ). 

real ( often calledA 

Co) The natural boundary condition states are defined as 
the Kapur Peierls states, but with (2.6c), where ~e(E)oan again 
be chosen according to the function, which is to be expanded 
/lJ,l4/ • Since we are here only interested in the one-channel 
case, we may include the eigenohannel stateJ137 inCc). 

d) The Wigner-Eisenbud functions are solutions of (2.1) 
with a fixed, energy-independent 6 in (2.5). A convenient 
choice is 8 = o. They form a complete orthogonal set of 
functions, which, however, as said above, falls outside the 
class of functions, in Which we are interested here. 

q h c 

square integrable x 
l!xpeliii'iiniil----------------------
---~..!.DJl...:_ _____ _! __________ ~------------
real boundary 
conditions )( 

given ¥ Schrodinger 
A t:L::: E eigenvalue bound states 

t=E given 
B X;. eigenvalue 

Sturm-Liou
ville 

X 

Generalized Scattering 
resonance states 
states 

(usual) 
Weinberg 

General real 
Weinberg 

--------------------------------------
C t ,E given Kapur- (usual) 

e,~e)eigenvalue Peierls Kapur- N.B.C. et al. 
----------------- Peierls ----------------

In the above scheme, we have ordered the basis functions 
according to their main properties. 

The analogy between the fUIJC tions 1i sted in line A and 
those of the two other lines is somewhat limited, whereas the 
analogy between the latter two is very close; for a square well 
of radius a, they are really pairwise identical, the difference 
being purely formal. 

Note, however, that the expansions on line C depend on 
the radius a, whereas for a potential, as,e.g.,that of Woods

Saxon, the expansions of line A and B will only depend on 
a through the necessary out-off of the potential, i.e.,negligibly 

for sufficiently large a-values. 
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It should be mentioned that a complete set can be construc
ted, using the bound states (Aa) and some of the resonances (Ab), 
with further inclusion of a certain continuous set of states/151. 
The meaning of the completeness in Berggren's work is more ge
neral, but includes the bounded functions in 0 k "!. ~ a. , 

treated here. 

Qtl!!2&2naHY-:e!:Ql!~!:lli~~-!!2.!:!!!&1zallQ.B 

The radial functions listed under a) and c) may be chosen 
real; the other ones will at most be biorthogonal. 

The Schordinger bound states, Aa), together with the 
scattering states, Ac) are mutually orthogonal for integration 
over all space. If, on the other hand, we introduce the generali
zed resonance states, Ab) together with Aa), the generalization 
of the orthonormality relation of the bound states is 

lf,~ (o.,) lf:e (a.) [k _h; (kme a.)' _ k h; (kne o.-) 1 J 
k~e -l:~e mlh_;(kme a.-) ne h.~ (k,eO-) 

"- A A 
+- J d"l. <fne ('l-} <f,.,e (-r.) = &',_...,_ 

(2.10) 

0 

which~ used for the normalization of the lf 1S ( interpreting 
the fir at term as the limit k., - k""' ) , but which does not have 
the character of an orthogonality relation. Note that the rela
tion is indepement of a, as long as V ('t) =0 for "l.. >,...a... 

The functions listed under B) are easily seen to have the 
orthogpnality property ( we shall here, and in the following 
omit the index i. ) , 

I ... 6 8 
<fn.. (t-) vr~J 'f,.. ("L) ch :: cfn.., Cn. 

which can be used for normalization b,y putting Cn "1 , 
whereas the functions listed under C) in a similar way are 
orthonormalized by 

J <L c 
tf,. ('1-) tf:;, ('l-} dz = Jnm 

0 

~lm~ 

(2.11) 

(2,12) 

The general pole functions (Aa + Ab) form, as mentioned 
above, an overoomplete set for 0 s, z < a_ , since we have 
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,f"" A A z L-- tf n. ("l.) tfn. (Z- 1
) == ~ ('l.- "r-

1
) 

~ ) 
G I oz.'..: a..... (2.1J) 

This is proved from the expression for the Green function, given 
below / 4/ , 

The oompleteness relation of the Sturm-Liouville functions 
(Ba.), follow from Mercez$ theorem / 5•8/, when V takes one of 
the forms in which we are interested ( since all eigenvalues are 
positive), It can be written 

LV(~/· tf: h) tt: tz'J V('t 1i = 5 cz- "[. 1 J C
2

•
14

) .... 

( = L. V("t-) tf~ (~Jt.f! ('l 1J = L. <.f:CtJ Lf:(t'} V(t'J), 
n n. 

If we look at the expansion 

"" s S "" B J S (2.14a) 't'C'l.) = ~c..._ lf,_ (-z,) -== ~ lfn. (t-) <.f,tt 1 JV(t') ~(z')dz' 

this identity can be analytically continued 181 so as to get a 
similar relation for the usual Weinberg functions. For the real 
Weinberg functions, the same felation (2,14) can again be proved 
/l6/ , Here we have negative eigenvalues, but only a finite 
number of them /l?/ so Mercer's theorem is again applicable, 

The three representations in (2.14) are obviously valid 
for slightly different classes of functions; note, however, that 
for the potentials in which we are interested they will all 
give convergent representation even fora. +oo when 'f is a 
harmonic oscillator function. 

The Kapur-Peierls and Natural Boundary Condition functions 
(C) satisfy the completeness relation 

L 'f~(?-)tf~('l- 1 )= 0 (Z-Z
1

) 

I'L 

I 
z,z.~a.. (2.15) 

This was shown far the oases (a) and (b) in ref. 161 • In 
the last case, (c), the proof of Kato /l 6/ applies again, 

Mercer's theorem implies, that series like (2.14a) on the 
simil~ 

l./-'("l.) = ~ c~ lf~ C<tJ 
(2.16) 
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with 0.. 

c J c C,_ =- tf ..... (-tJ lf' (1-) cift-
o ( 2ol7) 

will be absolutely and uniformly convergent for the functions ~ 

in llb.ich we are interested ( say, any bounded funotion in t..£; CL), 
The corresponding expansions in terms of the pole functions 

(Aa+Ab) are, due to the non-orthogonality of the set, ambiguous, 
However, for a wide class of functions, we have an unambiguous, 
convergent expansion in terms of the Schrodinger eigenfunctions 
(.Ae.+Ac). On the other hand, for "&:!:a.,, the scattering functions 
can be expanded in different, but unambiguous ways in terms of 
the pole functions, together with a small number of other funct
ions, using the Mittag-Leffler theorem / 4/, as we shall consider 
in details below. 

Even more important for the applications is the fact, that 
the single p~ticle Green functions G" and G-- have simple 
Mittag-Leffler expansions in terms of the pole states, 

~~!Lfuncm~ 
The Green function G-; has the expansion 

A A 
/"' + (k. 1) _"' cfn{~) (t) c..fn(~} ('(..') . 7,1 
U"e. ''L, 'Z, - L.. z I. (k- k ) ) "r-, < a.-

l<n(l} n.{l) 

in terms of the pole· functions (.Ae.+Ab) as shown by More and 
Gerjuoy (l8/ , 

(2ol8) 

Other Mittag-Leffler expansions of the Green function are 

G.+=~ (k-i<.)q G'(k 1 )rq.) 
e '- a e o,'t,'Z. 

q,~o ·y. 

P+ 1 - P- .2 -t II II 
+ (k-ko) L (k.,-ko) (k-k.,) t.fn.{t)<f 11 (7-'} 

2: n. 

means q,. times differentiation with respect to (G .. cq,) 

( 2ol9) 

k ), 
where the introduction of the entire term may improve the con
vergence, which for k o = 0 1 p;::. 1. can be proved to be absolute 
and uniform,cfr.refs,/19 •4/ , This convergence is, though, more 
than needed for the Green function; only the convergence of the 
oorre sponding expression for Jo"" G- (k, <., z 1

) f (?!) cl 'Z 
1 

1 f bounded is necessary, All the expansion of the Green 
function mentioned here have this convergence property. 

In the classes of functions B) and C), only those with 
outgoing asymptotics, b) permit a direct construction of G-+ 
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i.e. , respectively 

+ \ .o 6 8 
c;..£.::: L. "" -r.., (n.) lf,_ (~') 

{-An (.A .. = t~~) 
(2. 20) 

yt 

(Weinberg) 

and ,oc c 
G-+=L. li\(~Jlfn.(?..') 

e I'L k 2 -k!. 
(2.21) 

(Kapur-Peierls) 

Note, that (21) ( or (20)) is not a Mittag-Leffler expansion, 
the 'f11:s and kn's are k-dependent. 

With the Sasakawa choice of boundary conditions, one obtains 
in a similar way the principal value Green function 

B, f 10 B, ~ I G P = ""' ).,.. 'f.,_ {'!: } Tn (?:. ) 

e 1, -1 - >. »-

( 2· 22) 

(real Weinberg 

tle = f > · 
A similar choice of phase could of course be made for the 
functions of the last line, Co), this seems though not to be 

in common use. 
If we, instead of f put in a general tlL- value, we can 

in a similar way construct a Green function, which we can write 
as 

· • -~de -
.13 (·At. Ge - e G-e. 

Ge.""' 2. i.- &i.n- Lle 
(2.2J) 

.. p 
which, like Ge and Ge , can be expanded either in terms of 
generalized Weinberg states, with a formula identical to (2.20) 
or in terms of Natural Boundary condition states, with a formula 
identical to (2.21). 

Also the bound state Green's function Ge (£<0) has silllilar 
expansions. 

In the following, we shall consider some of the expansions 
in more detail, and compare different e:q>ansions with exact 
calculations far square well and Woods-Saxon potential. 
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J. The resonance functions and the Mittag-Leffler Expansion 
Mathematical Technique 

a. The Wave Functions 

The physical wave functions are solutions of the radial 
equation, corresponding to (2.1) 

2 
2:._ uJ + (kz_ f. te.+;J - V ('~:J)'f = 0 
d~1e ~ t 

with the boundary conditions 

lf'e. (0) :=: 0 

St --t + 
'ft (7,) =de (h)+ ZT h.~. (/cr.) 

"l. -+co . + ] = ~ [h-;. (h) - Se ( k) he (/ct.) 
. ± 

( Here A e 1 he are Rioati-Bessel and Ricati-Hankel 
ons, defined as in ref. 1201 ), or otherwise said, re 
the radial Lippman-Schwinger equation 

1>.-

~e( 't) = J e. (h) + Sdk.' 6-:e (k , '~- 1 ?! ) V ( 'l- 1
) 'fe ( h ) 

0 

+ ( 1 . , ( h+ G
0
e k , z.,z.') =- T~t k'l-<) eCkt..,.) 

(J.l) 

(J. 2) 

funoti
satisfies 

(J.3) 

(J.4) 

Going to the Born approximation limit, we see, from (J.l)-(J.4) 
that the function 

liJG-fk"t-)- h:(ka.) d.l (k"t.) .,.. e. 1... 1 - L Te , 

is bounded by 

G- 1 e 'f:>e. >O t C 
- ( 0..-'L)h. 

lf' e (k,tr-) <. (o.. - ~J} 
c,_/lde t, f>e <O 

where p 
1 

::: J m ( k ) 
(When V (?..)=0 for 't >-z.

0
, (J.6) is obtained 

see ref. /l9/ for Q. = "C.o ). When (J.6) is 
has Mittag-Leffler expansions 
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·. 

(J. 5) 

(J.6) 

for 0.. ) <:. 
0

, 

fulfilled, 'f~ 



p • . 

G- "" k" G- i.) Y-'e = L. TI 4'e Co,"£-/ 

where 

i.=e 

oO L P+1 c <0 
+ "' (-/(_ ) ,.e lne 

L lent k - k ne 
n~1 

C n.e -= 
'f n.e ( a..J 

Zkne 

(J.7) 

'I:,~ a,' 

(J.S) 

which for p ?-0 are absolutely and unifonnly convergent for 
Talues inside an arbitrary contour, which does not contain poles. 

With Cauchy's formula, an analogue expression without an 
entire term, formally corresponding to p ""- i in (J. 7), is 
obtained. In some important cases, even this expression is con-
vergent. 

The asymptotic form of the Lfne for n -- o0 ( 

ponds to complex poles) is easily seen to be 
which oorres-

_e-1 eik,.et 
lfne (7.) ~ i- v zci 

't.~Q.. 

/ k ne 1- c:P 

Jm.kne < 0 

The complex poles fall in pairs, so that 

k~ =- k 1f-ne .,t 
-a:! ~ 

~ · e+, _e=---~--'-f- = '-f .,e x t- '{i{i: ne 

(J.9) 

(J.lO) 

To enumerate the poles, we may arbitrar~y use the system, 
that when we increase the well depth, starting from r = o, the 
poles which first meet at the imaginary axis are called 1 and 2, 
the next J and 4 and so on. Further, we oan then let odd numbers 
denote those which move downwards on the axis, and even numbers 
the others ( which become bound states). For the complex poles, 
we oen let the odd numbers correspond to negative Re(k) , so 
that li. = n-i , if n. even. 
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For n. ...-«> we hme 

/ReCke)f x l. ( u. _m+:t. tn_[ ( 2u..._)"'+Z j 
" a.. "- 'f u,.,_ A (J.ll) 

:Jm ( k .,_) ~ - k_ en. [ ( Zu., ); lz +1 ] 

Ji[m J U.n. -= n X - ~ -;I: -r 'L:; 

'[; = t ~} (oz (- -t)e v (m) ( a-) {> 0 
~ 0 Here V(r>t) ( a..) fo, V f nJ { a) ( n < m. ) =0 

(but we can, without loss of generality assume m = o, chosing 
a.. :'to+- d 1 d arbitrarily small). 

We see from this, that(J. 7) is converging as rC:l- for P=rn+1, 

and, for P> m+1 n - :L-(p-m-1 ) , so the convergence of the 
Mittag-Leffler expansion is easily promoted, by ohosing a 
sufficiently large p • 

b. The S-111atrix 
It was---;how;-1~ / 4/, taat the expression 

F"e(U:= cse.~k); 1 )(h~ (ko..)/ 
(J.l2) 

and therefore also the S-matrix has absolutely and uniformly 
convergent Mittag-Leffler expansions for p >.- m + 1 ( see above) 

+ -2 p k q. I q,J 
Se(k)==i+2-i-k ( he(ka.)) (~'f!Ji (o) 

(J.lJ) 
00 k p+1 ) + "f. (-) C,e Lfnt (o_) 

k ne k - k e 11=0 ., 

On the other hand, the Mittag-Leffler ( or Cauchy) expan
sion for the Green function (2.18) with no entire term ( p : -1) 

is also ooll'l'ergent, in an operator sense, operating inside "l. ,a_.. 
Since the S-matrix oan be determined from integrals of the 

wave function or the Green function, it should be expected, that 
with a given p , such formulae oan be used to obtain more rapid
ly converging expressions for the S-matrix. 

Actually we hme / 20/ 

Se Clc) = 1- ~,:_ fo...d"l. d.e (h) Vr'l-J l/Je {k, 7-) CJ.l4) 

0 
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from which, by means of (J.7), we obtain 

~(K}=1-2~·[h11-#-(Ka)j-.l(;_fi 4!~;· (rk/V/~· '/ 
(J.l5) 

+ LJ (-f.-) P+.t c..,~ <de !VI~~;> ) 
n n~ K 

- K,t: 
~~e a ~ 

< ~~ /V/t'; >; f r£ (K'l') Vf~) "'; ~/o, 7) ell>' (J.l6a) 

a 
<j~!V/'1';,~>:: f J;(Ktr)V(~J'f'n~(tr} ofp (J.l6b) 

0 

In terms of the Green function, S is expressed by 
C/ • 

te (K} -:t- h.. { J ch de (K~) Vf7}1" (K~} 
If 0 (J.l7) 

+ {c!rt {J'l';; {l<'t) V('t)C-/(K) '?) ~')Vt,')i, (K~'J} 
0 0 

Introducing here (2.19) ( Ko • 0), ws get 
p • <I 4' 

s~(K}=t-1/-{E -4/- Jc!rt J cl't I ,;(K'!} vr~) 
b•O t. o o (J.l8) 

(/) • I( )P+.t . I I ~ Ge ( o, '1'
1 
'? ') V (7 ').1 (K ';> ') + ;::::; (- < rlt> (K J V l'h~ ) 

rtt> .., K,. .i!K. ( ) ,~ K- K,. ... 

+ < J: (I() I II I~~ (K) ~} 

which is identical to the formula of ref. /2l/ if we ohose p=-1. 
At the threshold we have /lO/ 

~(K)-1. • 0(/'(U+~) K-o (J.l9 ) 

In this sense, all the three expansions, (J.lJ), (J.l5) and 

(J.l8) show the correct threshold behaviour, independent of the 
number of terms in the expansion, since 

/( [ h: (I<CI )j -2 
=. /7(K 2t>"'"') 1(.-.Q 

(J. 20 ) 
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[ h;(Kcr})-.t< J:(KoJ/vje,· > = D(;<;t~~f) K-o 

t (J~(K)/V/r!~(K}> =0(1<ze-~>.t) K .... 0 

(J. 21) 

a ct Zt'#-J) 
.1 (cfP:Jclrt' i (lf?}V(~JG~(o,'?,?'}II(?')J~(Xl') =0(K 
K ~' o r:Je /(-0 

For 1( ... oo , we must have ,) (K J-- L , and the expressions 
(J.l5) and (J.l8) do actually fulfil this requirement, since 
for large k-values, the J~ (K'l) are rapidly oscillating, so the 
integrals tend to zero. Since the expansion (J.lJ) is uniformly 
convergent, it must also give the correct asymptotic behaviour, 
but in this oase only after summation over a large number of 
terms. 

In general,the above argument leads us to expect,that the 
expression (J.l5) converges faster than (J.lJ) and (J.l8) 
faster than (J.l5). In analogy with what was just said about 
amelioration of the convergenoe of the Mittag-Leffler expansions 
for s, faster oonverging expressions for the continuum wave 
function can also be obtained, using integral equations. 

From /lO/ 
a 

~ (1<, '2) = d: (K?) + J ~ (K, 'l, 'l') V(7')~ (K'2
1
) cit I 

0 

(J.22) 

and the expansion (2.19), we obtain 

11; (If, 7 J = J~ (K?} + i!: 4-=·sttG; (tJ,?. ~·; (/) 
l•U ~. 0 

') • 00 P-1-1 • (J.2J) 
V (11 J. (K'z')./p 1 + C (L } ;t',~ ('I) <rf~ (,c) /VI'P..e > 

~ ,~ ~... . 2K,e (K-K ..... } 
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Conclusion 

We have here considered different discrete expansions of 
continuum wave functions. The different sets have in common, 
that t.IV!y are complete in a fini.te region %" ~ Q that the 
functions in the set satisfy Schrodinger-like equations, and 
that at the boundary 'l' = a , they satisfy such conditions, 
that they can be joint with a solution of the free particle 
Schrodinger equation for '1: > a 

The usefulness of such expansions depend on orthogonality 
relations and other equations, used to determine expansion 
coefficients, and on the fastness of the convergence of the 
expansion. For the problems, in which these sets are used, the 
expansions of Green functions are particularly important. We 
have here dis cussed these aspects of the different expansions. 
The convergence problems will be treated and illustrated with 
numerical examples in a later publication, which will also 
contain a more detailed discussion of the new type of real 
Weinberg functions, introduced here. 
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